2009 ford focus hood

Autos helped make these videos. This video shows you how to open the hood in your Ford
Focus. Popping the hood on your Focus is a two step process, you need to release the hood
latch inside your Focus and then you need to release the safety latch under your hood in the
front of your Focus. The video above shows you the location of both hood latches. Sometimes,
the hood on Fords gets stuck and won't pop up after the interior latch is released. If this occurs
on your Focus, simply pull up on the hood and it should pop up for you to release the second
latch. Sometimes, especially on older Focuss, you may have difficulty getting your hood to latch
when you close it. In this case, the interior release lever on your Ford Focus is probably stuck in
the "open" position - push the release lever back and forth several times and then try to close
your hood. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on
their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the majority of cars on
the road. Leaking coolant is usually a sign that your water pump needs to be replaced. This
video shows you how to quickly plug it. Carmakers are hiding interior fuse boxes all over the
place these days - see how to check your interior fuses here! Car companies often use the same
engines in different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two
different names amongst other tricks to help offset development costs. Our system selects the
most applicable video for your car based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed
may not look exactly like your car, but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how
to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans
Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Plug
minor coolant leaks. Sedan 4 Door. Try this cheap fix for leaks. Animals love the sweet smell of
antifreeze, too bad it's toxic! Fix your minor leaks. Replace an interior fuse. Check for a blown
interior fuse. See all videos for the Ford Focus. We have a massive and growing video library,
but we don't have everything The Focus, which was given a facelift for , gets some further
significant changes for , with new front and rear fascias for the coupe. SES coupes get a new
roof-line spoiler and standard inch aluminum wheels. Performance is increased through the
model line for coupes; models with manual transmission get a boost in power, while those with
automatic transmission get a lower final-drive ratio. Focus sedans come in a new top-of-the-line
SEL model, with special alloy wheels and chrome trim, along with increased feature content,
and the sporty SES sedan gains revised suspension tuning and larger inch wheels. Electronic
stability control is newly available as an option throughout the Focus line for Close this Model
value: The slight changes Ford made to the coupe for further improve the appearance of the
redesign. Good fuel economy ratings, combined with a low base price, make the Focus one of
the most frugal commuter vehicles; and since its redesign last year, the Focus ranks as one of
the most refined small cars inside, with a smooth ride and very little road noise. Sync, still a
Ford exclusive, allows Read more The slight changes Ford made to the coupe for further
improve the appearance of the redesign. Sync, still a Ford exclusive, allows more hands-free
control over phones and music devices than any other device available--well worth the option
cost. Close this Model overview: All Focus models come with a 2. In most models, the engine
makes horsepower, but coupes with the manual transmission get a boost to hp. A five-speed
manual transmission is standard on both models and a four-speed automatic available. With the
standard five-speed manual, the Focus has EPA highway fuel economy ratings of 35 mpg
highway. Read more All Focus models come with a 2. With the Focus's facelift last year it also
received some significant improvements to ride and refinement, plus a vastly improved interior.
All Focus coupes now get standard fog lamps, along with redesigned front and rear fascias,
plus darkened chrome accents around the grille and headlamps. The attractive new interior is
finished with a matte-metallic look, front seats are better than those in many other small cars,
and back seat space is even adequate in two-door models though access is difficult. The Focus
ramps up its safety feature list for , with electronic stability control available for the first time, as
an option on all models. Front thorax side airbags and full-length side curtain bags are
standard, but anti-lock brakes remain optional. SES coupe models get a sport-tuned exhaust
and stiffer suspension tuning, and inch wheels are available. The new SEL model brings a
dressed-up appearance with inch 'Euroflanged' wheels, chrome door handles, chromed heated
mirrors, and heated leather seats. The base S sedan is a relative bargain, and air conditioning,
tilt steering, and a CD sound system are all standard. At the top of the range, the SEL can be
optioned with a power moonroof, Audiophile sound system with subwoofer and remote start.
Sync, a feature integrated with the sound system, allowing voice-activated hands-free calling,
along with voice-activated control over portable music devices like iPods or PDAs, is standard
on the Focus SEL and available on the other models. Close this There's a problem loading this
menu right now. Would you like to sell products for this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how.
Performance is increased through the model line for coupes; models with manual transmission
get a boost in power, while those with automatic transmission get a lower final-drive Read more.
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Transmission no good. Missing seats door panels, hood, headlights, front bumper. RR door has
a couple dings in it. Message with needs. Brand new hood in box ,CAPA certified,. Genuine
Saleen Body Kit. Kit is in decent shape, but does need TLC. Kit is not complete as it's missing
the wing and hood scoop, other than those everything else is there. I can accept E-transfer or
Paypal if you prefer and could meet within reason depending on price. Aftermarket, unpained
hood. Used for one month only. The car broke down and wasn't worth the fix. New Painted Ford
Focus Hood. The easy way is to have a matching painted hood delivered to you. To learn more,
visit Ford Windstar Focus Taurus To place an order please Thousands of New Painted Ford
Hoods. The easy way is to have a matching painted. City of Toronto. We will Beat Any
Competitors Prices. Toronto GTA. Recently Added:. Tired of your Ford Focus looking bad
because of its damaged hood? Get a high-quality OE replacement hood right here at CarParts.
You can shop with confidence on our site because all our products are sourced from industry
veterans trusted by car owners across the country. We have hoods made from extremely
durable materials that will fit various model years. Take a look at our products today and grab
the best deal on a new Ford Focus hood! The most exotic auto feature ever crafted to make a
vehicle look more appealing and sophisticated is the body kit. Unluckily not all types of vehicles
can be dressed up with the kind of accessory. But even without the use of body kits, a Ford
Focus can stay handsome and elegant. Body panels such as the hood can help keep the vehicle
good looking. By the use of a custom Ford Focus hood, the unit would surely look fresher. OEM
or factory Ford Focus hoods can also do the job. With simply adding hood scoops and hood
deflectors, cooler and trendier face will be achieved. The hood is another kind of door that
blocks and opens access to the engine chamber. In a way they also serve as protection for the
engine and the rest of the vital parts inside the chamber. Typically, hoods are sheet metals
molded to make perfect fit on the design of the engine chamber. Like all other hoods, Ford
Focus hoods are usually given stylish designs. But the aftermarket Ford Focus hoods,
especially that were custom made, most often present higher sense of fashion than the original
ones. Aside from that aspect, different types of Ford Focus would vary according to the quality
of materials and durability. Ford Focus hoods are comprised of inner and outer panels. The
outer panel is a metal cover purposely made to be the engine shield against rain and other
foreign materials, while the inner panel works as braces that make the entire panel strong and
rigid. The quality of these panels can be enhanced by other hood accessories, when it comes to
performance and aesthetics. Aside from hood scoops and hood deflectors which both deal with
aero aspects that help in the performance of the, Ford Focus hoods can also be incorporated
with ad-ons that simply protect the hoods themselves such as nose bra and or hood masks. The
Ford Focus is a compact car that was first released in It boasts three major qualitiesâ€”its size,
affordability, and practicality. There are four generations in total, each one better than the last.
The latter is more readily available and more affordable, however, both boasts of the same
quality as both go through the same rigorous quality testing. As there are four generations of
the Ford Focus, ensuring that you have the right fit when purchasing a replacement hood is
necessary for a hassle-free experience. The Ford Focus is a compact car that succeeded the
Ford Escort. It was first released in and was introduced with three variantsâ€”a sedan, a
hatchback, and awagon, but all of them were built with three major qualities in mind. All of them

were small, affordable, and practical. In designing the car, Ford targeted a younger market who
were known to look for a daily driver. With that being said, Ford Focus parts that deal with the
customization and aesthetic upgrades of the car itself are readily available as aftermarket parts.
So, what are these differences? OEM Parts are those that are manufactured either by the
automaker themselves or by third-party manufacturers certified by the automaker. These are
usually what you would find in your local Ford dealership, as they have direct contact with the
suppliers and manufacturers of these parts. These are the more readily available and more
affordable alternatives to OEM Parts. Considering their difference in price, people tend to
believe that this is the inferior choice. However, this is wrong. These experience the same
testing and manufacturing. Aside from that, they are made according to the same specifications
employed by the carmaker or its official parts suppliers. Extra functionality may even be added
to parts in order to cater to more upgrades and future considerations. Searching for the part
that perfectly fits your vehicle can be tedious. To make things easier for you, CarParts. For
example, if your vehicle is a Ford Focus, input as its year, Focus as its model, and Ford as its
make. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign
In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Ford
Focus Hood. Select your vehicle year. Refine by:. H
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ood part. Shop Ford Focus Hood. Showing 1 - 10 of 10 results. Sort by:. Part Number: F Vehicle
Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: FD Part Number: R-FQ.
Part Number: R-FD Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 10 of 10 results. Ford Focus Hood Customer
Reviews. Replacement Hood - Primed. May 26, Was fine no problem with it. Kelvin Ruth.
Purchased on May 11, May 06, Jerry Graves. Purchased on Mar 21, Perfect fit. Robert Johnson.
Purchased on Apr 15, Show More. Ford Focus Hood Guides. Ford Focus Hood Summary: What
types of hoods are there? What types of hoods are there? Helpful Automotive Resources.
Hinged onto the cowl of the vehicle, it serves as an entry point to the engine compartment.
Access to this compartment is important for vehicle maintenance and for quick fixes. Finding
the Right Car Hood Replacement. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights
Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility
Statement.

